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INTRODUCTION
The sample preparation techniques may be modified to
improve the signal sensitivity and selectivity for mass
spectrometric analysis. The sample preparation in micro
and nano-liters range without a loss of the sample is still a
great challenge. Different methods for the sample
preparation in Nano-HPLC or Nano-LC-MS are known.
Here we describe the applications of the chromatographic
hollow fibers, where the chromatographic material is
embedded on the inner walls of the capillary. These
chromatographic fibers are well suited for sample
preparation for mass spectrometry in nano-liter range. The
sample can be directly spotted at the atmospheric pressure
matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (AP-MALDI)
or MALDI- target plate or connected to mass spectrometer
for electro spray ionization (ESI)

EXPERIMENTAL

Figure 2 we demonstrate the purification and partial separation of peptides from ovalbumin. The
samples were eluted linear with 10µl of matrix solution and spotted 100nl per spot ( spot size was
less than a mm) at target plate and analyzed by AP-MALDI.

RESULTS
In this poster, we have studied the purification and partial separation of peptides mixture after tryptic digest in chromatographic hollow fibers. The chromatographic material is only on the inner wall of the
capillary, therefore, there is hardly any or very little resistance or back pressure as compared to filled capillary HPLC columns or micro SPE cartridges. The fibers are made of inert materials such as Teflon
or polypropylene. Furthermore, fibers of any length can be used according to the specific application. These fibers are very economical as compared to capillary columns and can be used as disposable
SPE and thus avoid cross contamination.
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In Figure 1, we demonstrate the sample preparation (1µl) after tryptic digestion of fetuin and ovalbumin. The samples were eluted with step gradient and directly spotted on MALDI target plate.
In Figure 2 we demonstrate the purification and partial separation of peptides from ovalbumin. The samples were eluted linear with 10µl of matrix solution and spotted 100nl per spot ( spot size was less
than a mm) at target plate and analyzed by AP-MALDI.
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Chromatographic Hollow Fiber ( LC-Fiber)

Figure 1. AP-MALDI SPECTRA OF FETUIN AND OVALBUMIN
(tryptic digest without purification and concentration)
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Materials
Molecular Biology Grade Water from Biowittaker
(Walkersville, MD, USA) was used for the matrix and
sample preparation solutions. Ovalbumin and fetuin
were obtained from Sigma. The matrix material, αcyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (4-HCCA) was
obtained from Fluka (Buch, Switzerland). Trypsin
beads (Poroszyme Bulk Immobilized Trypsin,
PerSeptive Biosystems) was obtained from Applied
Biosystems (Foster City, CA, USA). Different affinity
materials mini columns (TopTip) were obtained and
embedded (NuTip) in the micropipette tips by using
Glygen (Columbia, MD, USA) Technology.
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Mass Spectrometry

LC -Fiber

Experiments were carried out on a Thermo Finnigan (San Jose,
CA, USA) LCQ Deca XP ion trap mass spectrometer integrated
with an AP/MALDI ion source (MassTech Inc., Columbia, MD,
USA). The AP/MALDI source is described in detail in ref.
[8-10], but our specific arrangement is outlined here. A Thermo
Laser Science Inc. (Franklin, MA, USA) Model 337 Si nitrogen
UV laser was used. Its wavelength was =337 nm, laser pulse
duration was about 4 ns, and the laser beam was focused to
approximately 500 mm size spot. The maximum laser energy
on the target was measured to be about 140 J/pulse, using a
Molectron Detector (Portland, OR, USA) Model EM-400 laser
energy meter. During operation, the laser energy was attenuated
to the level of about 60 J/pulse. Sample and laser spots were
observed on a TV monitor at a viewing angle of 450 with a total
magnification of about 100x using a CCD camera.

Capillaries of different i.d. and length are made with the chromatographic particles directly
attached to the inner surface of the wall of the capillary. Chromatographic particles of five or
ten micron diameter are used. The chromatographic materials such as C-18, polymer-based
(reverse phase) and carbon particles are attached to the inner wall of the capillary. The
capillaries are made of polypropylene or Teflon. The peptide mixture from tryptic digest such
as ovalbumin and fetuin were purified by chromatographic hollow fibers and were analyzed
by HPLC and AP-MALDI. For the mass spectrometric analysis, samples are prepared on the
gold-plated target plate by mixing aliquots of 1.0 µl of the purified peptide mixture with 1.0 µl
of matrix and dried at room temperature. Matrix composition was 1.15 mg/ml of 4-HCCA
dissolved into a solution of 70% ACN and 0.1% TFA. The instrumental setup consisted of the
AP UV-MALDI ion source equipped with a 10 Hz nitrogen laser, and integrated with LCQDeca-XP ion trap mass spectrometer.

0.1%TFA in 2% ACN

0.1%TFA in 5% ACN

0.1%TFA in 5% ACN

Discussion
The Chromatographic Hollow Fiber ( LC-Fiber) has following
advantages:
*No Contamination due to solid support

Operation
Experiments were carried out in a repetitive laser shot mode
(frequency 10 Hz).
The laser trigger times were not
synchronized with the LCQ operation. Operating conditions for
all full MS and MS/MS experiments were as follows: automatic
gain control (AGC) was off, ion injection time was 220 ms, the
temperature of the LCQ input capillary was held at 280 C.
Typical high voltage applied to the target plate was 2000 V.
Spectra were averaged over a 30 s to 3 min collection time. The
LCQ was operated in high mass range mode (up to 4000 Da),
and was calibrated using the AP/MALDI source and a standard
protein. Mass spectra were obtained by averaging 50–200
individual laser shots.

*Separation in few nanoliters
0.1%TFA in 25% ACN

0.1%TFA in 25% ACN

*Fiber length can be between 1-50cm
*Internal diameter can be 50-500 microns
*Minimal sample loss
Still the plumbing of these fibers is a challenge due to small
diameters and pressure.

0.1%TFA in 50% ACN

0.1%TFA in 50% ACN

Conclusion

Sample Preparation
Ovalbumin and fetuin were digested directly in a volatile buffer
containing 100 mM ammonium bicarbonate. 3.0 µl of 1 mM
CaCl2 was added to adjust the pH to 8.5. To enhance the
recovery of hydrophobic peptides, 5 % acetonitrile was added.
The digestion was carried out by using 10 µl trypsin beads with
1:100 v/v enzyme to substrate ratio. Digestion was carried out
at +37oC, with overnight shaking. Then, the glycoprotein
samples were spun at 15,000 rpm for 3 min. and the supernatant
was removed. The peptides generated in the supernatant were
analyzed by AP-MALDI MS.
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0.1%TFA in 2% ACN

The LC-Fiber can be used as:

A

B

*HPLC-loop for online sample prep.
*Nano and micro SPE for sample cleanup before injecting the
sample in micro or nano HPLC.
*Capillary Electro-Chromatography.

Figure 1, we demonstrate the sample preparation (1µl) after tryptic digestion of fetuin (A)
and ovalbumin (B). The samples were eluted with step gradient and directly spotted on
MALDI target plate.

*Sample enrichment by using different chromatographic media
such as C-18, ion-exchange, polymer based, HILIC and
immobilized enzyme, Protein A in LC-Fiber.
*Atmospheric pressure matrix- assisted laser desorption/ionization
(AP-MALDI) mass spectrometry in combination with LC-Fiber is
particularly beneficial for peptide analysis because of minimal
fragmentation of analyte ions, large tolerance to the laser energy and
the ability to produce primarily singly-charged ions.

